Abortions for Needy Still Available At HUP, Despite HEW Cutbacks

By ANNE MARIE STEIN

The Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (HUP) is one of only three Philadelphia institutions which will continue to make abortion services available to pregnant women, despite a recent decision by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) to cut off federal funds for such services.

``\n
``In June, after the reinstatement of the Hyde Amendment, which would allow for federal funding of abortion services, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare announced that it would cut off federal payments for abortions.``

``The University’s decision to continue providing services was made by the Advisory Committee on abortive procedures, which was appointed in March, 1971. The committee, headed by Joanne Wolf, a spokeswoman for the Teamsters Local 115, examined the University’s records for data on the cost of abortion services during the first year that the program was in operation, 1972-73.``

``Labor Dispute is Quiet Relative to 1975 Strike

By STEVEN A. MARKER

Although the University bookstore during the summer had to undergo some renovation and a lot of cutting back, the University’s connection with the Teamsters, the labor union which represents the fired bookstore employees, has been quiet relative to the 1975 strike.
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Happy Birthday
MS. AF5
MR. AF5

Contact Lens Specialist
Our Products Amusing in
Dr. Leun Findsfield
Call 321-2000

PUC Proudly Presents
ROBERT KLEIN
WITH GUEST
Cathy Chamberlin
Sat. Oct. 1 at 8 P.M.
Irving Auditorium
Tickets: $4 and $5
Available at Houston Hall
Ticket Agency.
Sat. Sept. 24
Butch Cassidy
And The Sundance Kid
7:30 and 10:00

The Western Saginaw Theatre Series
Jean Marsh—Lovisa globe
Jean Marsh
Katherine Houghton
Charles Kimbrough
Jack Gilford
TOO TRUE
TO BE GOOD
by George Bernard Shaw
Sept. 21 thru Oct. 2
1107 Locust St.
University of Pennsylvania

CAPTAIN DAVID M. CASEY
Ashore at Ft. Dix, N.J.
Mahaney Assembly, Thursday, October 2 at 7:30
The New Jersey Institute of Technology

Plants...
of all kinds and sizes:

From three-inch cast to a houseplant, we have them all: prices range from 50 cents to $10. We also have a wide section of pot and plant accessories, plus a further selection in nursery material. All plants are guaranteed. PLANTS ARE ONLY $6.95.

We’re open daily
from 8 a.m.-8 p.m.,
Sunday 12-5 p.m.
We’re
Urban Outfitters
4040 Locust St. / 222-3358

Like To Work With People?
We Need Experienced Cashiers
And Security Workers.

Operations Force
And Become Involved In Many
Campus Events. Flexible Work Hours
Applications Available At:
Asst. Directors Office Of Student Life
1st. Floor Nearest Hall
Preferably Non Work - Study Students

The Transcendental Meditation
Program
Education For Enlightenment
Intelligent, perception, comprehension, and academic performance improves directly through the TM program.

Tonight
Wednesday 8:00 P.M.
Rooftop Lounge
Hi Rise South

"It’s Wednesday,
and boy am I hungry."

Well, what are you waiting for? Come to town.
We have cardboard, pitchers of beer,
delicious meals and drinks (We're famous for our pancakes and omelettes)
Alexandia). Stop in tonight and enjoy these

Onions or bacon

“ extras: steak, soup, roll and butter

4.00
Improv Blends Music and Dance

By SUSAN ELMAN

I imagine a dance and music that are shot through with a sense of playfulness. The music, the dance, and the space will all make people laugh. The idea is to have a sense of playfulness that is the same mood of the music. This type of movement, improvisational dance, will be performed by Terry Fox, Jedediah Shuster-Jones and Jeff Cool.

The Free Women's School is an experimental approach to education that takes its starting point in the idea of women who are interested in learning how to express themselves while sharing their gifts with others. The school is held twice each semester. The Free Women's School tries to keep course fees as minimal as possible. They are encouraged to participate if they are interested in learning how to express themselves while sharing their gifts with others.

The Free Women's School ensures that the space is an inclusive environment where everyone feels welcome. The administration of the school is handled by a coordinating council and task forces that are responsible for the management of the school. The Free Women's School is an experimental approach to education that takes its starting point in the idea of women who are interested in learning how to express themselves while sharing their gifts with others.
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Be bribed. Budd didn't try to bribe you.

'Don't get upset and claim you can't bring in refreshments. The university appears to be reacting to constant student complaints. The university also is providing an easily available source of money. Students' Board has surveyed the types of the accounts offered. ThePerm

By Jonathan Greer (Wh) and formerly worked for the University's strike position. And you must have had four or five glasses of wine. Lots of cheese, too.

By Steven A. Marquez Chasing the right bank is a tricky proposition for anyone, and much more so for an student unfamiliar with the world of finance. If you are interested in opening a bank account, you haven't read it yet. Most people choose a bank because their friends or relatives recommend it. They are not bothered by the drawbacks of an account which is not adequate for their needs. The average checking account pays 0.00002 percent, compounded monthly. The accounts may be offered at any time during the year. The minimum required deposit for 90 days is $100. The only withdrawal allowed on request.

By Steven A. Marquez Chasing the right bank is a tricky proposition for anyone, and much more so for an student unfamiliar with the world of finance. If you are interested in opening a bank account, you haven't read it yet. Most people choose a bank because their friends or relatives recommend it. They are not bothered by the drawbacks of an account which is not adequate for their needs.

The university also is providing an easily available source of money. Students' Board has surveyed the types of the accounts offered. ThePerm

A Memorandum to the UA

The Daily Pennsylvanian welcomes comment from the University community in the form of columns and letters to the editor. Material must be typed and carbon copies must not be attached. All columns and letters are subject to editing by the Daily Pennsylvanian. The Daily Pennsylvanian reserves the right to edit and publish material, all statements as to names, dates, and places are accurate to the best of our knowledge. The Daily Pennsylvanian reserves the right to edit and publish material. The Daily Pennsylvanian reserves the right to edit and publish material.
Wednesday, September 21, 1977

VANCE FAILS TO CONVINCE SOUTH KOREA – Secretary of State Cyrus Vance apparently failed yesterday to persuade Foreign Minister Park Tong-Jin to help the United States in getting Tuensang Park sent back to the United States. Park is the central figure in an influence-buying scandal on Capitol Hill. Currently he lives in South Korea.

BRASILIO PINTO ENTERS JAIL – LEBANON – Brazilian jet and armed soldiers of the Christian defense forces occupied the airport and halted all flights in and out of the capital yesterday. The operation was conducted as part of the enforcement of a government executive order calling for the arrest of all Christian stalwarts.

Death of CGS Student

What Is A Churl ?

Happy Birthday

CJH — The DP

WHY PAY MORE?

Xerox Copies

Campus Copy Center

2001 Walnut Street

Next to Bubble House

Lowest Prices on Campus

NOW

Is the time to complete your resume. Although it may seem early, interviews start soon and you will want to have your resumes ready to show prospective employers and to mail to others.

DP Graphics

Is the place to go.

• Close, campus location: you don’t have to trek all over the place.
• Real typesetting: We are equipped with fast, modern phototypesetting computers for the production of any offset printing. And we offer a variety of popular and attractive typefaces to suit your individual needs.
• Reliability and Experience: DP GRAPHICS has been typesetting for several years. We are professionals in our field and have a proud reputation for our work. We are not new to the resume business.
• Hundreds of satisfied resume customers.
• Sample resumes to help you choose your resume design.
• Great prices. Just compare us to others and look at the difference.

DP Graphics provides you with the highest quality resume at the lowest possible price. When you are preparing your resume, please give us a call or walk over to our offices at 4015 Walnut St. on the second floor. We can probably save you quite a bit of money.
PUC

Tropical Plant Sale
over 4000 plants

TODAY, TOMORROW
10 A.M. - 7 P.M.

Houston Hall
Old Cafeteria-Basement

Officials Refuse Disclosure

University professor Eileen Gersh received a Good Citizenship award Thursday for her active involvement in conservation, child care and women's rights. The presentation of the award, which is presented annually by the Equal Rights Amendment WAITS

Preparation

Fall Bus Schedule
For Students And Other Members Of The University Community

Buses depart from Houston Hall
7 Days A Week

and will stop at the following locations:

3417 Spruce
3400 Spruce
38th & Walnut
25th & Spruce
21st & Market
16th & Market
10th & Market
6th & Market
4th & Chestnut
2nd & Chestnut
Rittenhouse Sq. Bus Terminal

Any Questions About The Service May Be Directed To The University Parking & Transportation Office At 243-5227.

Photos For
Applicattons
Passports
Resumes

TODAY

TOMORROW
10 A.M. - 7 P.M.

Houston Hall
Old Cafeteria-Basement

The Nominations And Elections Committee
Will Be Interviewing Undergraduate Students
For The

Search Committee For The Director Of Student Health
On Monday, September 26th
Beginning At 7:30 P.M.

Students May Sign Up At The Office Of Student Life,
2nd Floor, Houston Hall,
9:00-4:30 Wednesday-Friday.
Quality is Key To U. Survival, Gregorian Says

By LARRY FROHMAN

"In the coming years, the only thing that will enable the University to survive will be a quality education," Faculty of Arts and Sciences Dean Vartan Gregorian said Tuesday night before approximately 80 students and other listeners at Van Pelt House.

Speaking primarily on the purposes, strengths and problems of FAS, Gregorian said, "I have no criticism of (the purpose of FAS). There is no difference between vocations and values and a career and an education."

Gregorian said that the liberal arts and sciences had suffered from the rise of pre-professionalism, especially in funding, since the 19th century. He pointed out that the endowment of FAS had almost doubled in the last two and one-half years but that two-thirds of its total endowment was in health-related fields.

TAKE A STUDY BREAK
PLAY BRIDGE

Every Wed Night
Houston Hall (Old Cafe)
7-10 P.M.
Pairs, Singles
Novices
Everyone invited
For INFO CALL: John-EV2-0946
Seth-349-9980

Annenberg Center and FACULTY/STAFF subscribers get $2.00 off each ticket!

Amity LSAT SEMINARS

OCTOBER-TEST PROGRAMS BEGIN SEPTEMBER 23, 24, AND 30.

Taking the LSAT the first Sunday in October or December? Then apply for Amity's unique LSAT personal approach. Why face the exam alone when you can have Amity's learned test specialists at your side? Consider the resources of the nation's most student-oriented preparation for the LSAT.

• CONVENIENT WEEKEND SCHEDULING CLOUSE TO EACH LSAT TEST DATE

Intensive course strategically placed throughout the nation to best fit your schedule. Thirty class hours. Seminars, strategy-oriented workshops, and group activities designed for two- and four-hour-long exams.

• NATION'S MOST SPECIALIZED TEAM-TEACHING APPROACH

The course is taught by Amity's own staff of LSAT specialists who have each achieved more than 90% accuracy in their scores. The instructors are specialists in each LSAT area and have earned scores of 150 points higher than the mean scores of the test.

• 12-STUDENT AVERAGE CLASS SIZE

Small class size allows for intensive study and individual attention. In addition, students work with live different instructors, each one of whom is an expert in a specific LSAT area.

• CONTINUALLY-UPDATED CURRICULUM

Each course is uniquely designed to meet the needs of the LSAT test as it advances. Individualized instruction is given by the most current, professional LSAT specialists. The course is updated throughout the year to reflect the changes in the LSAT.

• BONUS MATERIALS

To receive complete local schedule information and our detailed course description - without cost or obligation - call toll free to leave your name and address:

800-243-4767 or 215-701-7671
Amity Testing Institute

CALL HOME.

It's great to be away from home. Then again, sometimes you just want to go back...if only for a few minutes.

Call home tonight...Long Distance. Because if you dial the call yourself, station-to-station, between 5 and 11 P.M., you'll be able to talk for ten minutes for $2.57 (plus tax) or less to anywhere in the continental U.S. except Alaska!

This doesn't mean you have to use your own money...now you can use your Penn student phone card, which you can order right over the phone for only $2.00. It even has a toll free number.

Long Distance. What else is so nice for the price?
**Booters Go for 12th Straight**

By DANNY ROSENBOM

Penn soccer moves into the thick of the ECAC race this weekend. The Quakers will host Temple today, and then host the University of Carolina next Sunday in hopes of pulling into a tie for second place in the league.

Penn, with a 4-0-1 season record, is in second place in the conference and hopes to better that mark before the season's end. The Quakers are currently tied with Big Five sleeping giant Temple in the ECAC.

The Temple Owls have struggled against the other top teams in the conference, and the Quakers hope to take advantage of their defensive weakness. The Owls, who have allowed 13 goals in their last five games, have been unable to contain the offensive attacks of other conference teams.

**Captain Sholtes Swaps Spikes for Track Shoes**

 Alleged to shun the spotlight, the 1974 cross country crew's Tup Tuppeny has had reason to jump up and down overwhelmed with the attention he is getting as the team's most laid back job.

In 1974, Penn's soccer fortunes were back to It's early-1970 winning ways. The Quakers jumped off to a 5-0 start. Winning the league was the goal...

**Penn Soccer, Bob Seddon, and Phase Three**

By STEVE PETERS

SUNSHINE UP...Penn's Dan Foote (18) isn't trying to catch a soccer ball, it just looks that way in this shot from the booters' game with Temple last Tuesday. Vince Mandato (19), Quaker Athlete of the Year, looks on. The booters face Lafayette tonight at Franklin Field.

**Captain Sholtes Swaps Spikes for Track Shoes**

BY RICKY DIAMOND
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